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Abstract—License plate localization algorithms aim to detect
license plates within the scene. In this paper, a new algorithm
is discussed where the necessary conditions are imposed into
the saliency detection equations. Measures of distance between
probability distributions such as negentropy finds the candidate
license plates in the image and the Bayesian methodology exploits
the a priori information to estimate the highest probability for
each candidate. The proposed algorithm has been tested for three
datasets, consisting of gray-scale and color images. A detection
accuracy of 96% and an average execution time of 80 ms for the
first dataset are the marked outcomes. The proposed method
outperforms most of the state-of-the-art techniques and it is
suitable to use in real-time ALPR applications.
Index Terms—ALPR, Bayesian theorem, Histogram, Localiza-
tion, Negentropy, Probability Distributions
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of vehicles in transport systems has been con-
stantly increasing and intelligent transportation system (ITS)
assists the management and the control of these vehicles in
efficient and swift ways. Automatic License Plate Recognition
(ALPR) is one of the important technologies used by ITS
to identify vehicles in cities and on roads. ALPR is divided
mainly into two major parts: plate localization and recognition.
ALPR consists of four main steps: data acquisition, plate
localization, segmentation and Optical Character Recognition
(OCR). The ALPR systems have to cope with many challenges
such as different lightings and environmental conditions, and
occluded plates. ITS is a real-time system and the ALPR
process has to be sufficiently fast and with a high accuracy.
However, with the presently implemented ALPR systems in
complex backgrounds, the low-speed and the lack of high ac-
curacy of these systems are much notable. As such, improving
the performance and the accuracy rate of ALPR systems is
still an essential research area in ITS. Therefore, developing a
faster and more accurate method for License Plate Localization
(LPL) becomes necessary.
In our previous publications [1], [2], we applied the saliency
concept to ALPR for the first time and we presented a robust
search-free LPL, incorporating hierarchical saliency. In this
paper, based on some effective statistical methods, we present
a novel algorithm to achieve a robust localization of multiple
car number plates by measuring the distance between their pat-
tern probability distributions. Section II describes some state-
of-the-art methods of LPL. Then, in section III, the proposed
method is discussed in details. Next, the experimental results
and observations are evaluated in section IV. Finally, the paper
is concluded in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
LPL aims to detect the License Plate (LP) within the scene.
There are many different approaches on how to perform LPL.
Some use the edge information [3], [4]. Others follow more
complex algorithms such as neural networks [5], fuzzy logic
[6], and other machine-learning methodologies [7]. Although
current LPL algorithms have acceptable accuracies, they are
time-consuming and their speed is not sufficiently high for
real-time systems such as an ITS system. These algorithms
use exhaustive search in the input image. The evaluation
carried out in our research shows that the LP processing
time of most of these methods is higher than 200-300 ms,
which is not acceptable for real-time ALPR applications.
The most desirable amount of time taken to process each
frame in an ITS systems is 50-80 ms, such that no vehicles
are missed in a high-speed highway. Current methods use
search-based algorithms involving edge detection and Sliding
Concentric Windows (SCW). A more robust approach requires
the exploitation of various features from different modality
data (image, video, edge map, and statistical features). It is
believed that a new LPL method is required to meet the ITS
necessities, that is being search-free, fast and robust to noise.
In our previous publication [1], a new saliency-based ALPR
system was proposed. This search-free method accurately
locates the LP based on the estimation of saliency, local
variance and the use of Gabor filter. Also, recognition of
patterns of numbers using L1 − norm has been added to the
traditional saliency detection method [2], [8].
A recent research carried out by Nejati et al. [9], proposed a
new approach for localization of LP. In this method, similar to
Safaei et al. [2] approach, down-sampling is the first step of the
processing. Afterwards, noise removal and histogram equal-
ization are performed. Then, to detect the candidate frame
edges which are expected to contain the LP, the histogram
of vertical edges followed by filtering is used to reduce the
number of false detections. In the last step of the method
by Nejati et al. [9] (the localization phase), the candidate
plates are localized using the aspect ratio and the vertical
projection of the histogram of edges. Although this approach
has a reasonable accuracy of 95%, its speed is not suitable for
ITS applications.
On the other hand, Abo et al. [10] introduced a new generic
algorithm to detect the LP symbols. This method used an adap-
tive threshold approach that overcomes the dynamic changes
of the light conditions in binary conversions. Connected Com-
ponent Analysis (CCA) is then used to detect the candidate
LP. Abo et al. have also introduced a novel scale-invariant
geometric relationship matrix to adaptively detect different LP
patterns. Moreover, Halin et al. [11] have proposed an LPL
method that prepossesses the LPs from the front/rear view,
followed by feature extraction from CCA and the use of a
Naive Bayes classifier for the LPL. In a different approach,
Salahshoor et al. [12] proposed an LPL method to overcome
problems such as different weather conditions, skews, and
occluded LPs. In this method, Bernsen thresholding is used
as the main contribution. The LPL is done by horizontal
projection and the use of Sobel filter followed by using four-
directional distance-profile features to recognize the charac-
ters. Although this algorithm copes well with shadows and
dirty LPs, its computation time and accuracy are not suitable
for ITS systems. Anakavej et al. [13] have recently proposed
a new method for LPL, based on Maximally-Stable Extremal
Regions (MSERs). All candidate LP regions are classified in
three categories of LP, LP background and other components
by using aspect ratio, size and intensity. Finally, a rule-based
decision is made to verify the candidate LPs. Anakavej et al.
also use approaches such as symmetrical property, Pyramid
Histogram-Oriented Gradients (PHOG), edge projection and
visual saliency in LPL process. Although their algorithm has
a high rate of accuracy, its speed rate requires to be further
increased compared to the conventional methods such as [1]
and [2], to suit an ITS application. In a recent study, Baharlou
et al. [14] proposed an LPL method that is sensitive to
angle, and a dynamic thresholding approach to overcome the
probable drawbacks caused by different lighting conditions.
Compared to the above methods, the accuracy and the speed
of this method are appropriate though only the stationary
backgrounds are handled by it.
Zeng et al. [15] recently proposed a new visual saliency
detection model based on tensor sparse reconstruction. This
method measures the saliency level of image regions using
reconstructed residual, which achieves higher accuracy than
the traditional sparse reconstruction based models. A state-
of-art approach of saliency detection method, carried out by
Li et al. [16] has also been proposed. This different saliency
detection algorithm propagates coarse saliency based on robust
background prior.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this research, we attempt to impose some conditions
onto the saliency detection equations which are very diverse
and include distances, occlusions, background, size, scale
and direction changes. Given that the salient regions have
known distributions, any new regions can be assessed based
on its likelihood to such distributions. If the difference can be
assumed to have Gaussian distribution, then, the conventional
likelihood measure can be applied. For processing the images,
there is no causality condition. So, we can accurately measure
their probability distribution functions (PDFs). It is believed
that, based on the distribution of the information, we can
always examine whether there will be any significant changes
in it. For the case of LPs, there are different distribution
patterns inside and outside of LPs. In this paper, we have
estimated the negentropy as the distance between distributions
in the LPL process for the first time, resulting in high accuracy
and high speed.
Fig. 1: The block diagram of the proposed method.
The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in
Figure 1. As shown in this figure, in the first step, the salient
region in the input image is divided into sub-images with the
size of a [9, 17] window (experimentally selected for Persian
LPs). Figure 2 shows the divided input image.
Fig. 2: The divided input image with window size of [9, 17].
Next, the histogram of each window is calculated. Figure
3 shows the histograms of four sample windows. Then, the
entropy of each sub-image is calculated using Equation (1).
Fig. 3: Normalized histogram of sample windows.
Entropy of image sub-block I can be defined as:
HI = −
255∑
i=0
pi log2(pi), (1)
where pi is the region PDF. The entropy values for Figure 2
is reported in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows these values in
a 3-D graph.
Fig. 4: (a) The entropy of each sub-image and (b) The 3-D
view of the entropy values.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed algo-
rithm. In order to detect the LP candidates, we used Algorithm
2 to find the local maximum of the entropy matrix and, based
on these local maxima, we determined the region of each
candidate.
Figure 5 shows the detected candidates from the entropy
matrix.
Algorithm 1 Proposed localisation algorithm
procedure NEGENTROPY
I← input image
ISize← size of I
WSize← window size
grid I which size of each cell is equal to WSize.
NRows← ISize/WSize.
NColumns← ISize/WSize.
initialize HistI with NRows rows and NColumns columns to 0
for all rows of HistI do
for all columns of HistI do
calculate the histogram of this cell with the specified bins,
calculate the entropy of this cell,
save the entropy as the signature of this cell,
end for
end for
Find candidates in Algorithm 2
use the Bayesian theorem to find the best candidate as LP
return the position of the best candidate.
end procedure
Fig. 5: The detected candidates of the entropy matrix using
Algorthim 2.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed al-
gorithm for candidate detection based on local maximum. In
this method the location of EntI is found. Then to evaluate
whether the neighbourhood is part of the candidate region, four
neighbourhoods of the regions with maximum pixel values are
checked. Each pixel which is selected as part of the candidate,
its neighbourhoods are checked as part of the candidate region.
When the candidate LPs are determined by Algorithm 2,
the Bayesian probability method is used to calculate the
probability for each candidate. The results of our proposed
method is shown in Figure 6.
Fig. 6: The result of proposed method.
Based on our constraints and the Bayesian theorem, the LP
will be selected from the detected candidates. The constraints
(CON) are size (SIZ) and ratio (Rat). The Bayesian theorem
is used to calculate the probability of each candidate (CAN)
being an LP.
P (CAN is an LP|CON) = P (CON|CAN is an LP)P (CAN is an LP)
P (CON)
(2)
There is no assumption about any candidate being an LP or
not, so P (CAN is a LP) = 1/2. Also, the denominator is a
constant, so Equation (2) can be summarized as:
P (CAN is an LP|CON) ∝ P (CON|CAN is an LP) (3)
The term P (CON|CAN is an LP) can be written as:
P (CON|CAN is an LP) =
P (SIZ|CAN is an LP)× P (RAT|CAN is an LP) (4)
where, P (SIZ|CAN is an LP) is considered to have uniform
distributions between minimum and maximum sizes of the
LP. We set these parameters to 1600 and 10000 pixels,
respectively. Finally, we used Gaussian distribution for the
ratio constraint.
P (RAT|CAN is an LP) = N (2.5, 0.25). (5)
Table I shows the probabilities of each constraint for each
object/region. By multiplying them together, the probability
of each connected component can be calculated as shown in
Table II. Based on the probabilities reported in Table II, the
object with the label 2 in Figure 5 is selected as an LP.
Object Number P (SIZ|CAN is a LP) P (RAT|CAN is a LP)
1 0 1.22E-8
2 2.27E-4 4.56E-1
3 0 4.13E-11
4 0 9.59E-8
5 0 3.71E-7
TABLE I: The probability of each constraint for each object.
Object Number P (CON|CAN is a LP) Normalization
1 0 0
2 1.04E-4 1
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
TABLE II: The probability of all constraints for each object.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we tested the method
on three datasets. First dataset has 43 images with an image
size of 73 × 275 pixels. The images of this dataset were
taken by an Infrared (IR) camera. The images have different
viewpoints of LP and the position of the marginal pixel. The
second dataset contains color images with 57 frames of size
of 114×384 pixels. These images were taken by color camera
in various viewpoints of LP and car colors. The third dataset
was chosen from a public dataset [17], containing gray scale
images with 340 frames of size of 340×371 pixels. Unlike the
first and third datasets, where LPs are salient because of the
IR reflection, in the second dataset, the images are converted
to gray images and LPs are not sufficiently salient. Figure 7
shows sample images of the first, second and the third datasets.
Algorithm 2 Candidate detection based on local maximum
procedure FIND CANDIDATES
EntI← Entropy matrix
MaxEnt← maximum of HI
[IndR, IndC]← save its row and column indexes of maximum.
while MaxNonZero == 1 do
add [IndR, IndC] to SearchSet
while there is any member in SearchSet do
for all members of SearchSet do
[IndRS, IndCS]← row and column of the member
Check 4 neighborhoods of [IndRS, IndCS]
if each neighborhood confirm conditions then
Add this position to SearchSet
end if
end for
end while
MaxEnt← maximum of HI
if MaxEnt == 0 then MaxNonZero← 0
else
Out(IndR, IndC)← 1
EntICopy(IndR, IndC)← 0
end if
[IndR, IndC]← save its row and column indexes of maximum.
end while
return Out.
end procedure
Fig. 7: Sample images of datasets.
Our proposed algorithm was tested on a Core-i7 CPU with
the clock rates of 2.30 GHz. For evaluating this algorithm, we
considered the Accuracy (ACCY) as the ratio of true results
to the total data processed (when the coordinates of the LP
are found), the Computation Time (CT) as the amount of time
required to perform a computational process to get results, and
the False Alarm Rate (FAR) as the ratio of false results to the
total data processed (when a part of the image is reported to be
an LP while it actually is not). Figure 8 shows the acceptable
and unacceptable results.
Fig. 8: Example of acceptable and unacceptable results. (a)
the input image, (b) acceptable results, and (c) unacceptable
results.
The results of applying our proposed method for these three
datasets are shown in Figure 9. Table III shows the details
of the experimental results for the proposed algorithm. As
shown in this table, the ACCY of datasets 1 and 3 is higher
than that of dataset 2. The FAR and the CT of datasets 1
and 3 are lower than those of dataset 2. The results show
that, when the IR images in dataset 1 are tested with our
proposed algorithm, their IR reflections increase the ACCY.
This is mainly because of the conversion to gray-scale images,
which is time-consuming.
Fig. 9: Results of applying the proposed algorithm.
Dataset ACCY FAR CT (ms)
1 96 % 1 % 80
2 90 % 4 % 174
3 94.5 % 2.5 % 120
TABLE III: Experimental results for the proposed algorithm
using datasets 1, 2 and 3.
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, two other
methods were also examined, both use the distance between
the distributions, e.g. K-mean and energy metric. The exper-
iments show that, although the methods which use K-mean
do not need any thresholding, they are fast and robust, but
require a learning algorithm and provides its best result when
images in the dataset are distinct or well-separated from each
other. Also, the K-mean clustering can divide an image into
different clusters and it is a time-consuming algorithm. On the
order hand, the energy metric calculates the distance between
histograms. However, the ACCY of this method is low and its
CT is high. Also, its detection contour may not be connected
and the license plate may be divided into multiple objects.
Figure 10 shows this comparison. As shown, the energy metric
method has detected a wrong object as an LP and the K-mean
has fairly detected the LP. However, our proposed method has
correctly detected the right LP.
Fig. 10: Comparison of our proposed method to other methods
for the calculation of distance between distributions.
Table IV shows the results of evaluating and comparing our
proposed method to other recent methods using dataset 1. As
shown in this table, the superiority of our proposed methods
in terms of accuracy and computation time is notable.
Approach Accuracy Computation time (ms)
Safaei et al. ’s [1] 89% 180
Safaei et al. ’s [2] 92% 100
Nejati et al. ’s [9] 87% 250
Anakavej et al. ’s [13] 71% 320
K-means 87% 412
Energy metric 80% 423
Proposed algorithm 96% 80
TABLE IV: Comparison of our proposed metohd to other current
methods using dataset 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we incorporated negentropy as a suitable
statistical distance measure, into the saliency-based search-
free LPL. This approach uses the histogram (PDF) of sub-
images, calculates the entropy of each sub-image and finds
the candidate LPs. Then, using the Bayesian theorem, the
LPL process is performed. The proposed method shows a high
accuracy (96%) and low computation time (80ms) per plate,
which is a significant improvement over traditional benchmark
techniques. For the future work, we will investigate the effects
of LP rotation angle on the localization accuracy, the use of
adaptive window sizes for image partitioning and using more
complicated datasets to overcome the problem of tuning the
system parameters.
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